
MANUFACTURER OF
SWIMMING POOL EQUIPMENT



ABOUT US
Epico Pools Is Over A Decade Old Business In The Field Of Swimming Pool,
Swimming Pool Equipment, Equipment Parts And Accessories. Mr. Raj Sharma Is
The Man Behind The Formation Of The Business Operational In The National
Capital, Delhi. His Vast Industry Experience And Process Expertise Are Proven To Be
Beneficial For The Team In Understanding Of Customers' Demands And Planning
The Execution To Meet The Specific Demands.As Trader, Supplier & Manufacturer,
We Can Help Customers In Availing Equipment And Accessories For Building New,
Renovating The Old, Or Repairing And Maintaining Swimming Pool. The Products
One Can Find Here Are Enormous, Starting From Swimming Pool Gratings,Swimming
Pool Lights, Swimming Pool Motor Pump, Automatic Swimming Pool Cleaner,
Swimming Pool Floor Inlet Nozzle, Swimming Pool Sand Filtration System To
Swimming Pool Algae Brush, Sold Under Brand Name "EPICO". Our Company Works
In Partnership With EPICO Pools U.A.E, An U.A.E Company Dedicated To Design And
Develop Swimming Pool Equipment And Accessories.



Swimming Pool Grating
PRODUCT DETAILS :

Brand                          Epico

Material                     Plastic

Application              Swimming Pool

Packaging Type      Box

Size                             6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20 Inch

Angle                         45 deg or 90 deg



DESCRIPTION :
We import to our clients swimming pool grating, which is appreciated in the
market for its superior performance and high durability. We offer various;
flexible swimming pool overflow grating tiles, in variety of colors, sizes, and
styles can be preferred. Gratings are installed on the side water channel all
along the pool water surface. These water overflows due to jumping or
swimming by the swimmers. Our swimming pool gratings are high on
demand among the clients. Moreover, the clients can avail themselves with
our swimming pool gratings at very affordable prices.

We are the leading supplier of swimming pool gratings. These minimize the
overflow of water from a swimming pool. These are fabricated using high-
grade plastic or stainless steel with a design which allows easy seepage of
water into a drain which is connected to the drainage system of the pool.

Below enlisted are some of the alluring features of our range of gratings:

Confirm international design and quality
Anti-slippery and very comfortable.
Available in different colors
UV treated
Made of copolymer
Available in different sizes and colors
The injection moulded design gives it a perfect finish.
Easy to install and easy to clean.
These can be used in both curved and straight overflows
Height, width, and length, as per the requirement of the client
Chemical and corrosion resistance
Ideal for overflow systems of swimming pools and spas



SWIMMING POOL MOTOR PUMP
PRODUCT DETAILS :

Power Source    Electric

Power                  0.5, 0.75,1,1.5, 2, 3 HP

Voltage               220 V

Frequency         50 Hz

Phase                  Single

Brand                  Epico



DESCRIPTION :
The pool motor pump has a small metal base attached to the round case of
the motor. These are also found on above ground swimming pool pumps,
which are commonly found on Spa or in the hot tub pumps. We import this
kind of products in different range, size and models as per the requirement
of the client, and also we distribute this product in all different kinds of
ranges as per the standards of the consumers. This swimming pool motor
has some features and advantages listed below.

Swimming pool pump can be easily assembled in pump motor basket, which
allows twice normal dirt-load before cleaning. The motor takes maximum
turnover rate of water is performed at a high rate. We import such kind of
motors in all different sizes as per the requirement of the client, and we also
distribute them in different ranges as per the competitive market price
value.

Features and advantages

Corrosion protected shell to prevent water contacting motor directly.
Single thumb screw lid to ensure excellent sealing.
Easily assemble pump basket.
Pumps baskets size to allow twice normal dirt-load before cleaning.
High performance to ensure maximum turnover rate of water.
Improved suction characteristics to ensure maximum efficiency from 

Lid designed to eliminate suction leak and to allow positive checking of lid
seal under load.
Lp55 waterproof standard.
Designed for easy maintenance and repairs.
Low cost of spare parts.

       automatic sweeper.

 



Swimming Pool Sand Filter

PRODUCT DETAILS :

Valve Size                           1

Brand                                   Epico

No of Filter positions      6

Vessel Material                 Bobbin Wound Fiberglass

Screw Material                  Stainless steel



DESCRIPTION :
The Top Mount Sand Filter is used along with the Epico's Multiport valve.
Epico's fiberglass sand filters are constructed by the latest engineering
technology. The fiberglass winding design allows the filters to have extra
strength and resistance to chemicals and corrosives.

Water is pushed through a bed of filter sand and removed through a set of
lateral tubes at the bottom. The filter area of a sand filter is equal to the
area of the filter itself. Our multiport valves are designed for maximum
performance and working pressure. Available in 1, ½ and 2 inches for top
mount and side mount models.

Multiport valve (six positions):

Filter (normal filtration and vacuuming).
Backwash (cleaning filter by reversing the flow).
Rinse (use flush dirt from valve).
Waste (vacuums waste or lowers water level).
Recirculate (by-passes filter for circulating water)
Closed (shuts off all flow to filter or pool).

Features:-

100% water leak, pressure, and functional factory tested
Durable lever action handle
Wear-resistant rotar
6 positions, positive –lock operation provides access to a full range of 

Side glass included (mpvs)
SS316 spring & screw, non-corrosive salt water
Oil pressure gauge included
3x unions offered in imperials or metric standard
Low Cost of Spare Parts
One year warranty (except the consuming parts)

       filtration



Swimming Pool Underwater Light

PRODUCT DETAILS :

Material              FRP

Shape                  Round

Brand                  Epico

Thread Size       1/8, 1/4, 3/4 Inch

Usage                  Pool Cleaning

Color                   White



DESCRIPTION :
Water halogens are placed in the swimming pools because it acts like an
oxidizing agent in the water. We import these products as it gives the ability
to oxidize water. We distribute these products for safety use. All the
products we import are done with the specifications given by our
customers. These products are designed based on the requirements of the
customers. All the products are available in various sizes with cost efficient
prices.

Taking quality as our prime concern, we are engaged in offering Section
Drain Lock Nut to the customers. Backed by a team of experts, these are
processed using optimum quality material and advance technology.
Furthermore, this Section Drain Lock Nut is availed in various specifications,
as per the varied needs of our valuable clients. Our entire products are
known for their dimensional accuracy and flawless finishing.

Features:

Dimensional accurate
Reasonable prices
Superior performance
Brand Austin
Size Standard
Quantity Per Pack As per client need

 



Swimming Pool Starting Block
PRODUCT DETAILS :
Warranty                        1 Year

Usage/Application      Swimming Pool

Brand                              Epico

Finish                              Matte

Color                              Blue

Material                        Acrylic



DESCRIPTION :

Backed by rich experience in the field of swimming pool
products, we also offer our customers precision engineered
range of minder starting blocks. Featuring quality finish as
per international standards, these starting blocks match up
with the specific requirements of swimming competition
held in pools. Further, the use of high grade materials in its
manufacturing also ensures that these starter blocks are
durable.



Swimming Pool Racing Lane

PRODUCT DETAILS :

Length         25cm,50cm

Color            Red, white, blue ,yellow, green and purple

Brand            Epico

Material        ABS

Diameter     11cm, 12cm, 15cm



DESCRIPTION :

Pool Racing Line consists of a series of - mm polyethylene
discs. It can absorb wave energy along the channel within
the lane that's why it is called anti-wave racing lane
available in standard colors like red, white, blue ,yellow,
green and purple. The rope used is totally water resistant
the hooks are provided on both the ends.

Epico’s premium racing lane design allows the turbulence to
be dispersed along the length of the lane, creating the
optimum environment for the fastest competitive swim
times. Each racing lane line consists of a series of 4 inch
polyethylene disks and donuts strung on stainless
steel/poly-propylene cable. Each of these disks is designed
to rotate independently of the others, thereby allowing the
wave energy to be absorbed and dispersed along the
channel within the lane.Epico’s lanes comes with a rope
tighter on one end to allow for customized adjustment of
lane torque and a stainless steel spring assembly on the
other end to maintain equal pressure during use.



Swimming Pool Pipeless Filter
PRODUCT DETAILS :

Usage/Application       Industrial

Voltage                            220 V
 
Flow Rate                        25000 lph , 35000 lph , 50000 lph

Automation Grade       Automatic

Frequency                      50 Hz

Material                          Fiber Glass



DESCRIPTION :

We import and distribute Pipe fewer filters have all the items used into
swimming pool. It has inbuilt three step ladder, 12v/100w light, integrated
inlet skimmer and outlet nozzles along with circulation pump water filter,
floor cleaner and optional water heater. It saves the cost of plumbing, over
flow channel, filter room. This machine uses 1 hp electrical motor for the
pool of 90 cum, saves 100% treated swimming pool water and consume 70%
less chlorine. Advantages of pool Pipe less filter are made up of fiber glass
which is very strong and repairable, patent design and go into pool 200mm
as compared to other 400mm into pool, Looks good and available in any
color of designs.

We are counted among the recognized firms engaged in offering a superior
quality range of Pipeless Filters. These filters are procured from the
authentic and certified vendors of the market, who manufacture the entire
range using high-grade raw material and latest technology. Further, the
filters offered by us are tested on various parameters so as to ensure their
hassle-free performance and longer functional life.

Features:

Reliable performance
Durability
High functionality



Swimming Pool Ladder

PRODUCT DETAILS :

Brand   Epico

Size       38mm Dia , Standard

Color    Silver

DESCRIPTION :
Our Swimming Pool Ladders are fitted on Swimming Pools to ensure easy and
safe access to the Swimming Pool. Made up of SS304 , comes with 2steps , 3
steps, 4 steps or 5 steps. The Steps are available in SS304 or Plastic. The
steps can be replaced with new ones. Ladders available for Skimmer type
Swimming Pools, Overflow type Swimming Pools and designers ladders
available for Skimmer Type Swimming Pools.



Advantages

SS304 – Corrosion Proof
Folding type ladder
Comes with all required accessories
Various Sizes and Types for different Swimming Pools

Specifications

Brand- PW / Epico
MOC – SS304
Pipe Dia – 38mm



Swimming Pool Counter Current System

PRODUCT DETAILS :

Power Source       Electric

Voltage                   220 V

Frequency             50 Hz

Brand                     Epico

Material                Stainless Steel, Plastic

Motor Pump       3HP or 5.5HP



DESCRIPTION :
Because of its modular design, it can be installed indoors in existing spaces.
The modular design also allows for pools of varying sizes from 7' x 12' to 10' x
16' with water depths up to 6' deep. We import and distribute swimming pool
Counter current which is designed to fit just about anywhere indoors or
outdoors. Pressure driven machines are the most commonly used pump to
create a jet of water, whereas volume driven machines depends on a paddle
to generate the current. The installation of these into an existing pool is not
straight forward as pipe work has to be put through the side of the pool.
Typically these pipes are 75mm in diameter. Swimming pool counter current
are considered to be the best overall health fitness and enjoyment activity.

Virtually convert your pool length to infinity with our counter current. Install
Potent's Counter Current units to enjoy as if you own a large swimming pool
in your backyard or at your terrace .It makes you swim the whole day without
touching the wall. This jet stream is ready for easy installation. It is possible
to regulate the jet strength and air suction on the nozzle of 40mm in
diameter which is directionally adjustable. The nozzle, suction and
pneumatic switch are positioned in the front cover panel of the equipment.

Complete counterflow swimming system includes:

Counterflow nozzle 40mm (regulation water - air)
Front cover panel with an attractive design
pool wall lead-through
Pump
Electro pneumatic switch with safety element Motor
Asynchronous, two poles
IP 55 protection
Class F insulation
Continuous operation Materials:
Suction and discharge mounting in polypropylene
Motor shaft in stainless steel AISI-304
Impeller in polypropylene
Mechanical seal in graphite and steatite
Motor housing in aluminum L-2521
Windings impregnated with epoxy resin



Robot Pool Cleaner

PRODUCT DETAILS :

Automatic Grade         Automatic

Usage/Application      Pool Cleaner

Brand                              Epico

Material                         Plastic

Voltage                          24 V

Frequency                    50 Hz



DESCRIPTION :

We are supplier & distributor of high-quality Robotic Swimming Pool
Automatic Cleaners. These are manufactured with the latest technology and
high-grade raw material to provide good working life. The robotic pool cleaner
is a must requirement for all kinds of the pool including domestic or
commercial pools. In a short period of time, the robotic pool cleaner can
vacuum clean and filter the entire pool floor walls and water line. The pool
cleaner comes with a wireless remote control for easy operation.

It is not attached to the pool's main filtering system and so does not need
hoses and this prolongs the filter's life. It has an internal 2-micron filtering
system that removes leaves, acorns, pine needles, sand, silt, algae, and
bacteria, reducing back washing immerse the robotic pool cleaner in the
water and turn it on.

Features:

Australian Technology
Climbs walls – cleans the water line
Scrubs vacuums & filters the pool in only in 3 hours
Large 50-micron filter bag collects dirt, debris and dust particles
Small, lightweight & easy to handle
Equipped with caddy for handling and storage
Independent unit –no pre-installation needed
Includes the power supply box and trolley with operating panel
Automatically removes the dust of the floor and walls of your pool
Electronic series Robot 24VDC with 20-30m cable.



Pool Suction Sweeper

PRODUCT DETAILS :

Power Source         Electricity

Brand                         Epico

Trolley Material      SS, MS

Pump Power            1, 1.5, 2 HP



DESCRIPTION :

They are used to carrying out suction sweeping of water.
They are available in various sizes and dimensions
according to the requirements of the clients. They are
fabricated using high-quality materials. They are made
according to the specifications of the clients. It is user-
friendly. It is resistant to corrosion. It provides excellent
service to the customers.



Swimming Pool Heat Pump

PRODUCT DETAILS :

Material                     SS

Brand                          Epico

Frequency                 50 Hz

Power                          1394-10.1 Watt

Voltage                        230-380 V

Heater Material        Titanium



DESCRIPTION :
We import Swimming Pool Heating System with cost effective application of solar energy. Unglazed
collectors which are the simplest and least expensive of all collectors are used for heating outdoor
pools. Solar water heaters are integrated into the normal pool pump/filter system and work by
intercepting the water flow after it comes out of the regular pool fitter .The temperature of the water is
raised significantly as it passes through the collector. When no heat is needed, a diverting valve is
activated and the solar collectors are avoided - in that case the water flows directly back to the pool
after filtration.

We are the leading supplier and distributor of Swimming Pool Heat Pumps in India. These are not only
the most efficient but also economical pool heat pumps available in the market. They help in maintaining
a comfortable soothing temperature all around the year. These also allow maximizing usage and
utilization of pool. These Heat Pumps require a small amount of energy to operate the compressor and
fan motor and hence effectively reduce energy bills. In reality, our heat pumps produce up to 5 times
more heat energy than the electricity consumed by them. Pool heat pumps can be widely installed in any
kind swimming pool, spa, hot water for homes and many other places. Swimming Pool Heat Pumps work
best with Epico Pools Solar Pool Covers.

Features:

Long operating life
titanium heat exchanger
Economical and high-efficiency
Bright design, easy installation, and replacement
Compact and sleek unit
Pump and flow switch included
Japanese Compressors
Advanced electronic controlling
Smart computer control and LCD display controller make
Multi-protection
Multi protections to protect from water temperature compressor exhaust pressure, compressor
temperature, evaporator temperature and so on
Galvanized powder coated steel cabinet
Titanium heat exchanger in PVC shell
Bluetec coated hydrophilic evaporator
Intelligent digital indicator controller
Precise temperature control to 1 degree
Multi-functional optional parts
Eco-friendly gas
Lower noise level



Swimming Pool Construction
PRODUCT DETAILS :
Area                                       Customized

Brand                                     Epico

Shape                                     Depend on requirement

Material Procurement      Customer End

Location Type                     Commercial

Height                                    4 - 10 feet

We provide the ideas for swimming pool construction and also provide all the equipment and filters
used in these pools.



Swimming Pool Cover

PRODUCT DETAILS :

Color              Blue or Black

Brand             Epico

Material         Plastic

Thickness      600 Micron

Shape             Square

Pattern          Plain



DESCRIPTION :
Swimming Pool Covers provides complete safety to the swimming pools from
external pollutants. These pool covers are provided in multiple styles at varied
price range. These Swimming pool covers not only keep the water clean and
also by keeping out leaves, dirt and other debris & also protect the pool from
animal & insects. As these covers protect the pool from external pollutants, the
chemical required disinfect to clean these pools are used lesser which gives
rise to a healthy & chemical free pool. We import wide range of products for
our clients.

We supply quality thermal Swimming Pool covers that transfer Sun’s heat to
Swimming Pool Water and thus retain the heat of Swimming pool. The cover is
made from 5 layers that help in efficiently retaining pool’s heat. The thin cover
floats on water and can be customized as per the size and shape of your pool.

Features:

Reduces heat loss & Increase temperature
Heat welded to any size and shape
Grommet punching and Winch available
Durable, Waterproof and Tear Resistant
Save water, chemicals and cleaning time
Ultra lightweight and easy to handle

It also performs the functions of a regular pool cover:

Prevents evaporation
Prevents chemical loss
Retains pool heat
Keeps Pool clean
Save money
Save energy
Make pool safer
Easy to use
Beautify and modernize your pool



Pool LED Lights
PRODUCT DETAILS :
Voltage                   12 V

Wattage                 30 W

Brand                      Epico

Body Material       Stainless Steel

Shape                      Round

Lighting Type        LED
We are the leading manufacturer, supplier and exporter of Swimming Pool LED Lights. These are
manufactured from state of the art technology and high grader raw material. These offer durability,
long life and are supplied at competitive rates.
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